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The human brain is capable of diverse feats of intelligence. A particularly salient example
is the ability to deduce structure from time-varying auditory and visual stimuli, enabling
humans to master the rules of language and to build rich expectations of their physical en-
vironment. The broad relevance of this ability for human cognition motivates the need for
a first-principles model explicating putative mechanisms. Here we propose a general frame-
work for structural learning in the brain, composed of an evolving, high-dimensional dynam-
ical system driven by external stimuli or internal processes. We operationalize the scenario in
which humans learn the rules that generate a sequence of stimuli, rather than the exemplar
stimuli themselves. We model external stimuli as seemingly disordered chaotic time series
generated by complex dynamical systems; the underlying structure being deduced is then
that of the corresponding chaotic attractor. This approach allows us to demonstrate and
theoretically explain the emergence of five distinct phenomena reminiscent of cognitive func-
tions: (i) learning the structure of a chaotic system purely from time series, (ii) generating
new streams of stimuli from a chaotic system, (iii) switching stream generation among mul-
tiple learned chaotic systems, either spontaneously or in response to external perturbations,
(iv) inferring missing data from sparse observations of the chaotic system, and (v) decipher-
ing superimposed input from different chaotic systems. Numerically, we show that these
phenomena emerge naturally from a recurrent neural network of Erdo˝s-Re´nyi topology in
which the synaptic strengths adapt in a Hebbian-like manner. Broadly, our work blends
chaotic theory and artificial neural networks to answer the long standing question of how
neural systems can learn the structure underlying temporal sequences of stimuli.
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The brain perpetually processes streams of time-varying sensory stimuli that bear different
sorts of information. One type of information concerns the statistics of how objects, concepts, or
other features are ordered or arranged in the stream, while another type of information concerns
the structure underlying the stream, and the rules by which that structure is sampled to obtain the
stream. In poetry, for example, the former type of information lies in the choice and arrangement
of words, while the latter type of information lies in the rules of grammar. We refer to the learning
of the latter type of information as structural learning, and note that it underlies diverse cogni-
tive functions. As humans are exposed to complex rule-governed stimuli — such as music with
harmonically related chords or language constrained by the principles of grammar — they acquire
knowledge about the material structure without being able to formulate any explicit rules.1–5 When
multiple structures are learned, humans appear to seamlessly switch between performing tasks
based on one structure and performing tasks based on another structure, either spontaneously6 or
when driven by an external stimulus.7 The human ability to learn structure in time-varying stimuli
also extends to a marked capacity to fill in missing signals in acoustic or visual inputs,8, 9 and to
resolve distinct structures underlying mixed inputs.10–13 While thus of great relevance for human
cognition, the exact mechanisms for structural learning remain unclear.
Over the past two decades, several computational models of neuronal systems have been
proposed based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs).14–23 Notably, these models can successfully
learn to generate desired signals with complex dynamical patterns, such as orbits of a damped
oscillator,17 movements of a two-link arm,16 trajectories from chaotic dynamics,19–23 and even
recurrent spiking dynamics consistent with empirical observations in neural systems.14, 15 Collec-
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tively, these prior studies suggest that such models reflect promising candidate mechanisms for
learning in the human brain. Here we seek to identify the requisite mechanisms for structural
learning, specifically, by building and testing a dynamical systems theory in which the brain is ex-
posed to rule-governed signals generated by chaotic dynamical systems. By developing new theory
and performing computational simulations, we demonstrate how and why structural learning and
its associated cognitive functions naturally emerge from a unified dynamical systems framework.
Dynamical Systems and a General Structural Learning Framework
A dynamical system consists of a state space and a dynamical rule that determines how the state
variable – an instantaneous description of the system – evolves in the state space as a function of
time. A trajectory of the dynamical system is a path along which the state variable travels in the
state space as time evolves. An attractor is a subset of the state space towards which trajectories
tend to evolve. Unlike trajectories on fixed points or periodic orbits, trajectories on a chaotic
attractor are sensitive to arbitrarily small differences or changes in initial conditions, yet remain
on the attractor throughout all future time points. As a result, a chaotic attractor contains infinite
distinct trajectories, all obeying the same dynamical rule. Intuitively, different trajectories on a
chaotic attractor can be informally likened to different pieces of music that all follow the same rules
of composition, or to different spoken narrations or written passages that all follow the same rules
of grammar. Importantly, this relation to dynamical systems is not simply analogical; extensive
prior work provides evidence that chaotic attractors are useful generative models for both music
and language.24–29
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Figure 1: Dynamical systems framework for structural learning. (a) A 3-dimensional trajec-
tory s(t) generated by a Lorenz system as the sensory input (in green), and s˜(t) the concurrent
output produced by the central system (in red), during the learning phase. (b) A 3-dimensional
visualization of a long trajectory on the Lorenz attractor A. (c) The general structural learning
framework consists of a central system x(t) and an internally generated output s˜(t). (d) An out-
put trajectory s˜(t) that is independently generated during the testing phase, and which follows the
learned dynamical rule on the Lorenz attractor. (e) The activity time series of 5 randomly chosen
neurons in the central system during the learning phase; the input is shown in panel (a). (f) The
first 3 principal components of the N -dimensional central system activity x(t) during the learning
phase.
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Here we use this analytical framework to define the sensory input to the brain as a set of
trajectories, s(t) ∈ Rn in a chaotic attractor A ⊂ Rn. In other words, the structure of the sensory
input is the dynamical rule on the attractor A. For concreteness, we choose an n = 3-dimensional
trajectory from a Lorenz attractor 30 (Fig. 1(a,b)). This sensory input is received by the brain, which
in turn is modeled as a sophisticated high dimensional dynamical system governed by biophysical
laws. We seek to understand how the brain can deduce the underlying dynamical rules of attractors
from exemplary trajectories. Furthermore, we seek to understand how the brain can then utilize
the acquired dynamical rule to independently generate new trajectories (Fig. 1(c)).
Informing the Structural Learning Framework with Underlying Biology
We seek to build a model that encapsulates three distinct phenomenological features of human
structural learning. First, we consider the reinstatement hypothesis, which posits that the content-
specific cortical activity at encoding is reinstated as the encoded information is being retrieved.31, 32
Recent evidence supports this idea and suggests that different types of sensory information are
encoded in different cortical regions that are reactivated during information retrieval.33–44 In our
model, we therefore recruit a central dynamical system to play the role of the brain regions where
sensory information is encoded and stored, and we define its state as x(t) ∈ RN (Fig. 1(b)). We
operationalize the encoding period as a learning phase, and we operationalize the retrieval period
as a testing phase. The central system encodes information during the learning phase as it receives
sensory input s(t) and evolves following
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t), s(t)), (1)
6
where the future state is a function of both the current state x(t) and the sensory input s(t).
Second, we consider the presence of an internally generated output, a process thought to en-
hance and consolidate learned information by interacting with working memory 45, 46 (colloquially,
this is sometimes called an inner voice 45–50). We model this internally generated output
s˜(t) = φ(x(t)) (2)
as being determined by the concurrent state x(t) of the central system where φ : RN → Rn. We
let the output function φ(·) adapt during the learning phase such that the output s˜(t) can imitate
the concurrent input s(t) (as shown in Fig. 1(a)). This formulation also becomes useful later as it
allows the output s˜(t) to support the dynamics of the central system during the testing phase by
omitting the external input s(t).
Third, we consider the recruitment of other cortical regions that support the reinstatement
of information during the retrieval process when the external sensory inputs are absent. Beyond
the cortical regions that are reactivated as a human mentally rehearses and retrieves sensory in-
formation in the absence of exogeneous input, other cortical regions also become activated when
retrieval begins.33, 51–54 Thus, distinct from the dynamics stipulated by Eq. 1, we model the testing
phase dynamics of the central system by the autonomous equation
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t), s˜(t)) = f(x(t),φ(x(t))), (3)
where the central system is now driven by the output s˜(t). This formulation can be thought of intu-
itively as using one set of connections during the learning phase, and a different set of connections
during the testing phase (Fig. 1(c)).
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Instantiating the Informed Structural Learning Framework in Silico
To exercise this general structural learning framework, we let the central system be an N = 2000-
node recurrent neural network akin to a reservoir computer:22, 55, 56 that is,
f(x, s) = tanh(Ax + Wins + c), (4)
with A ∈ RN×N an adjacency matrix, Win ∈ RN×n an input coefficient matrix, and c ∈ RN×1
a constant vector. We also adopt a linear output scheme s˜(t) = φ(x(t)) = Woutx(t) where the
output coefficient matrix Wout ∈ Rn×N is adaptively updated. Specifically, in the learning phase,
we evolve the central system following Eq. 1 where s(t) is a trajectory on the Lorenz attractor
(Fig. 1(b)), and we adapt the Wout in a Hebbian manner according to
Wout(t+ 1) = Wout(t) + α∆(t)x
T (t), (5)
such that the discrepancy between the input and the output, s(t)− s˜(t) = ∆(t) ∈ Rn×1, is reduced.
Intuitively, the output synaptic strength [Wout]i,j from neuron i to the j-th output [s˜]j , is
modified proportional to the neuronal activity [x]i as well as the discrepancy [∆]j , where α > 0
is the learning rate. Once Wout converges to W∗out where |∆(t)| ≈ 0, we remove the external
input s and evolve the central system following the testing phase dynamics stipulated by Eq. 3.
The structural learning is successful if the output s˜(t) = W∗outx(t) that is autonomously generated
by the central system follows the same dynamical rule as that of the learned attractor A. After
instantiating this system in silico, we observe that the testing phase output trajectory s˜(t), although
different from the exemplary trajectory in the learning phase, evolves and remains on an attractor
similar to the Lorenz attractor (compare Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(d)).
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The Structural Learning Function
Here we provide a simple and parsimonious explanation for how structural learning is achieved
in our model, akin to a recent study in model-free attractor reconstruction.57 During the learning
phase (Eq. 1), the input trajectory s(t) on the chaotic attractor A is externally generated by an au-
tonomously evolving input dynamical system, which, together with the central dynamical system,
forms a one-way coupled drive-response system. Successful information encoding is guaranteed
by the occurrence of an invertible generalized synchronization between the input system and the
central system:58–60 the response system x(t), after a transient time from an arbitrary initial condi-
tion, becomes uniquely determined by the state of the drive system
x(t) = ψ(s(t)), (6)
where ψ : Rn → RN is a mapping from the drive system to the response system. The image of
the attractor A under this mapping, ψ(A), reflects the central system’s internal representation of
A, denoted by P ⊂ RN (Fig. 1(f)).
As s(t) evolves on the attractor A, the trajectory of the central system x(t) in the learning
phase evolves toward the manifold P (Fig. 1(f)). When ψ in Eq. 6 is an invertible function on A,
the encoding of A in the internal representation P is lossless. The discrepancy ∆ = s − s˜ can be
eliminated by adapting the output function φ in Eq. 2 towards
φ(x) = ψ−1(x), for ∀x ∈ P . (7)
From the form of this output function, it is clear that the dynamics of the learning phase (Eq. 1)
is identical to that of the testing phase (Eq. 3) as long as x ∈ P . Thus, the output s˜(t) during
9
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Figure 2: Learning diverse structures as operationalized by multiple attractors. (a) We con-
sider two distinct structures from which a stream of stimuli is obtained. We operationalize the two
structures as a Lorenz system and a Ro¨ssler system. We observe that both structures can be stably
learned by a recurrent neural network (RNN). We refer to the learning of each system as a task,
and we find that task switchings can be triggered by external cues. (b) Spontaneous task switching
from a structure that was not stably learned to a structure that was stably learned. (c) A transient
excursion observed when the Ro¨ssler system was not stably learned.
the testing phase can evolve following the same dynamical rules as the input s(t). To ensure that
s˜(t) remains on the attractor A, we require that the manifold P is an attractor of the testing phase
dynamics (Eq. 3): that is, the dynamics of the central system is stable to perturbations δx transverse
to the manifold P , which can be guaranteed by having all transversal Lyapunov exponents be
negative (see Supplement).
Multistability in Task Switching between Multiple Learned Structures
The occurrence of invertible generalized synchronization permits the structural learning of multiple
chaotic attractors, Ak ⊂ Rn for k = 1, 2, ..., K. As the central system is driven by the input
trajectory sk(t) ∈ Ak during the learning phase, the generalized synchronization guarantees that
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the central system state x(t) evolves correspondingly onto an internal representation manifold
Pk = ψk(Ak), (8)
where ψk : Rn → RN . If Pk ∩ Pl = ∅ and Ak ∩Al = ∅ for k 6= l, we can neglect the subscript of
ψk in Eq. 8. The ideal output function in Eq. 2 for this multitask learning is the one that maps each
Pk back onto Ak, i.e., Ak = φ(Pk) for k = 1, 2, ..., K. In addition to this ideal output function,
if each representation manifold Pk is an attractor for the testing phase dynamics (Eq. 3), then the
central system learns these tasks such that output trajectories s˜(t) on Ak can be stably generated.
After instantiating this system in silico, we observe that the recurrent neural network from Fig. 1(c)
can successfully generate output trajectories s˜(t) that are on the Lorenz attractor and on the Ro¨ssler
attractor (Fig. 2(a)).
Once multiple attractors Ak are learned, it is of interest to consider the phenomenon of task
switching by generating s˜(t) from different attractors. When each attractor Ak is stably learned,
each representation manifold Pk becomes an attractor in the dynamics of the testing phase (Eq. 3).
Thus, the output trajectory s˜(t) cannot spontaneously depart from one attractor to another. In
this case, we can consider explicitly triggering a switch from one task to another (i.e., from one
attractor to another attractor). Notice that the generalized synchronization guarantees that, in the
testing phase, the central system state x(t) converges to ψ(s(t)) after a short period of time. Thus,
we can use a short external input cue, s(t) ∈ Ak, and lead the central system x from an arbitrary
state to the desired target manifold Pk.
Instantiating these ideas in silico, we can begin the testing phase dynamics from a random
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initial state x(t = 0). In Fig. 2(a), the output s˜(t) evolves following the black dotted line and
converges onto the Lorenz attractor ALorenz. Then, for a very short period of time, we provide
an external input s(t) from a Ro¨ssler system. We observed that this external input successfully
induced a switch from ALorenz to ARo¨ssler, as shown by the green dotted line. Thereafter the central
system evolves autonomously without any external input for a long period of time, generating the
s˜(t) of the Ro¨ssler attractor. We then use a short Lorenz input s(t) to drive the central system away
from the Ro¨ssler attractor and towards the Lorenz attractor, as shown by the yellow dotted line.
Thereafter, the central system evolves automously with the testing phase dynamics and generates
a very long output trajectory on the Lorenz attractor (red).
Next, it is interesting to consider the case in which a few attractors are stably learned while
others are not. In this scenario, we would expect spontaneous task switching, independent of any
external input. In Fig. 2(b), we consider a case in which the Lorenz system is stably learned but
the Ro¨ssler system is not. Here we show that starting from an initial condition x ∈ PRo¨ssler, the
output of the testing phase s˜ remains on the Ro¨ssler attractor (blue) for an extended period of
time and then spontaneously departs from the Ro¨ssler attractor and converges onto the Lorenz
attractor (red). Relatedly, it is interesting to consider the scenario in which a Ro¨ssler attractor is
only partially learned. In Fig. 2(c), we observe that the output of the testing phase s˜(t) exhibits
a transient excursion as it evolves on the unstably learned Ro¨ssler attractor, in contrast to the
dynamics observed in spontaneous task switching.
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Figure 3: Task-dependent functional connectome estimated from the statistical similarity in
activity time series between neurons. We show the Lorenz-task (a,c) and the Ro¨ssler-task (b,d)
functional connectome for an example RNN using the Force Atlas Layout in Gephi. For the sake
of visulization, we only show 100 randomly chosen neurons out of N = 2000. In panels (e-f)
we show the full functional connectivity matrices where neurons in panel (e) ((f)) are sorted into
clusters detected from the Lorenz-task (Ro¨ssler-task) functional connectivity matrix using a data-
driven community detection algorithm. Neurons in panels (a,b) ((c,d)) are colored according to
the three (two) clusters detected from the Lorenz-task (Ro¨ssler-task) functional connectome. (g-h)
The average functional connectivity within and between communities as estimated in an ensemble
of 100 RNNs. (i-j) The average structural connectivity (synaptic weights) within and between
communities as estimated in the same ensemble of 100 RNNs.
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Network Mechanics Underlying Multiple Learned Structures
Critically, because the learning of multiple structures is governed by a single equation (Eq. 3),
different tasks are executed simply by letting the central system state x(t) evolve onto different
attractors Pk. An important corollary of this fact is that no synapses between units in the RNN
are altered, either in their location or in their weight. We will refer to these synapses as structural
connections, and note that they are encoded in A. While we cannot explain the learning of multiple
structures with the pattern of structural connections, it is possible that there is explanatory content
in the emergent pattern of functional connections, which are defined as statistical similarities in
neuronal time series.
To investigate this possibility, we consider the structural connectivity encoded in the random
adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N , and the functional connectivity encoded in the Pearson correlation
matrix of the recorded activity x(t) ∈ RN×1 for t during the Lorenz (Ro¨ssler) task, FL ∈ RN×N
(FR ∈ RN×N ). To summarize the emergent patterns of functional connectivity, we apply a com-
monly used community detection technique known as modularity maximization to identify groups
of neurons that show similar time series. We found strong but distinct community structure in FL
and FR. In Fig. 3(e), we show FL (red) and FR(blue) with all nodes sorted by the community
structure identified in FL, and in Fig. 3(f), we show FL (red) and FR(blue) with nodes sorted by
the community structure identified in FR. These observations indicate that while neurons remain
identically structurally connected in both tasks, their emergent collective dynamics differ.
To quantify these observations more fully, we constructed 100 randomly organized and
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trained neural networks, and for each we calculated the average functional connectivity among
pairs of neurons that are within versus between communities identified from either FL or FR (la-
beled “WL”, “BL”, “WR”, and “BR”, respectively, in Fig. 3(e,f)). In Figs. 3(g,h)), we observe
that the functional connectivity estimated from the Lorentz task and averaged within the com-
munities identified from the Lorentz task data, 〈FL〉WL, is significantly larger than the functional
connectivity estimated from the Lorentz task and averaged between the communities identifed
from the Lorentz task data, 〈FL〉BL. Similarly, for the Ro¨ssler task, 〈FR〉WR is significantly larger
than 〈FR〉BR. In contrast, the fact that 〈FL〉WR is not significantly larger than 〈FL〉WR and simi-
larly 〈FR〉WL is not significantly larger than 〈FR〉BL, supports our qualitative observation that the
community structure in the functional connectivity matrix of the Lorenz task is distinct from the
community structure in the functional connectivity matrix of the Ro¨ssler task.
Lastly, we asked whether there existed any structural basis for the observed emergent func-
tional communities. Critically, random networks are far from homogeneous, and can display lo-
cally dense areas as well as locally sparse areas that occur simply by chance. It is therefore in-
tuitively possible that the random network A contains degenerate weak community structure that
supports the distinct patterns of emergent dynamics. To investigate this possibility, we calculated
the average structural connectivity within the Lorentz communities, 〈A〉WL, within the Rossler
communities, 〈A〉WR, between the Lorentz communities, 〈A〉BL, and between the Rossler com-
munities, 〈A〉BR. We observed greater average structural connectivity within communities than
between communities: that is, 〈A〉WL and 〈A〉WR were sigificantly larger than 〈A〉BL and 〈A〉BR
(Fig. 3(g,h)). This observation motivates two open questions: (i) whether some structural networks
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more easily (or less easily) support diverse functional community structures, and thus the learning
of multiple systems, and (ii) for a given structural network, can one predict the number of possible
emergent community structures, and therefore the number of systems that can be learned.
Inferring Missing Variables with the Learned Structure
Next we consider the problem of inferring missing variables using the learned structure. Given
a central system that successfully learns structures of different chaotic attractors Ak from input
trajectories, we consider the case in which a new trajectory s((t) on attractor Ak is given but with
some of the variables [s]i missing. The goal is to use the learned structure of Ak, together with the
remaining variables [s]j , to infer values of the missing variables [s]i, where i 6= j. To perform this
inference, we evolve the central system following the testing phase dynamics shown in Eq. 1, and
we replace the missing variables [s]i in s by the corresponding output variables [s˜]i obtained from
Eq. 2 (Fig. 4(a–c)). If the central system driven by available variables [s]j maintains the generalized
synchronization with the dynamical system that generated the input trajectory, then the inference
is expected to be successful.
To instantiate this problem in silico, we train an RNN with N = 2000 neurons to learn the
structures of both the Lorenz and the Ro¨ssler systems. Then, we test the inference of this RNN
in three scenarios, where zero, one, and two variables [s]i from s(t) are missing, as schematically
depicted in Fig. 4(a–c). The inferred trajectories are the central system output s˜ during for the
Lorenz and the Ro¨ssler tasks, respectively. In agreement with intuition, more missing variables
16
Figure 4: Inferring the task for both the Lorenz and Ro¨ssler systems when full or partial
input variables are provided. (a) The inferred output s˜ from the central system as well as the
normalized mean squared error for the Lorenz (red) and the Ro¨ssler (blue) tasks when 3 out of
3 input variables are provided. (b) The inferred output s˜ from the central system as well as the
normalized mean squared error for the Lorenz (red) and the Ro¨ssler (blue) tasks when 2 out of
3 input variables are provided. (c) The inferred output s˜ from the central system as well as the
normalized mean squared error for the Lorenz (red) and the Ro¨ssler (blue) tasks when 1 out of 3
input variables are provided. (d) The log of the normalized mean squared error in the inferring task
with respect to the largest conditional Lyapunov exponents, from 100 randomly constructed neural
networks.
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leads to poorer inference quality, where the quality is quantified by the normalized mean squared
error NMSE = mean(‖s˜(t) − s(t)‖2)/var(‖s(t)‖2). To show that the inference quality is related
to the quality of the generalized synchronization, we train an ensemble of 100 RNNs and we
calculate both their inference error as well as the largest Lyapunov exponent LYPmax. A more
negative LYPmax suggests a stronger generalized synchronization. In Fig. 4(d), we observe that, for
the three scenarios, the inference error log10(NMSE) is indeed higher whenever the generalized
synchronization is weaker; that is, the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent of the central system
LYPmax is less negative.
Deciphering Superimposed Input from Different Dynamical System Sources
Thus far, we have considered cases in which the external input is a trajectory generated by a single
chaotic system. However, the human brain often processes mixed sensory input: a superposition
of multiple input trajectories with different structures from distinct sources. Here we show that the
mechanism of information encoding in this structural learning framework allows the system to de-
cipher and separate trajectories on different chaotic attractors when the input is their superposition
(Fig. 5(a)). Specifically, we consider the 3-dimensional sensory input smix(t) = slor(t) + sros(t)
where slor(t) and sros(t) are trajectories on the Lorenz attractor ALorenz and on the Ro¨ssler attractor
ARo¨ssler, respectively. Again the central system is modeled as an RNN (Eq. (4)) and is evolved
following the learning phase dynamics (Eq. 1) with the external input s = smix. In this case, two
3-dimensional outputs s˜lor(t) = Wlorx(t) and s˜ros(t) = Wrosx(t) are learned to match with the
actual Lorenz trajectory slor(t) and the actual Ro¨ssler trajectory sros(t). This is done by adapting
18
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Figure 5: Structural learning framework used to decipher mixed input signal from the Lorenz
and the Ro¨ssler systems. (a) The structural learning framework for deciphering superimposed
input. The central system is driven by 3-dimensional superimposed input smix(t) = slor(t) +
sros(t). During the learning phase, the output weight matrices for the two 3-dimensional outputs
s˜lor and s˜ros approximate the concurrent Lorenz trajectory slor and Ro¨ssler trajectory sros(t). (b)
The testing phase input trajectory to the central system, smix, which is a superposition of a new
Lorenz trajectory and a new Ro¨ssler trajectory, both different from the exemplary trajectories used
in learning phase. (c) The deciphered s˜lor by this model during the testing phase. After a transient
excursion from the initial state, the deciphered output converges to a good approximation of the
actual Lorenz trajectory. (d) The deciphered s˜ros by this model during the testing phase. After a
transient excursion from the initial state, the deciphered output converges to a good approximation
of the actual Ro¨ssler trajectory.
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the weight matrices Wlor and Wros following Eq. (5) where the errors ∆(t) are correspondingly
slor(t) − s˜lor(t) and sros(t) − s˜ros(t). After the learning phase, we start the system from a random
initial state x(t = 0) and evolve the central system following Eq. (1) with a mixed input smix that
is distinct from the exemplary trajectory used in the learning phase (Fig. 5(b)). In Fig. 5(c,d), we
observe that the central system successfully separates the mixed trajectory into outputs s˜lor(t) and
s˜ros(t) which are good estimations of the actual Lorenz trajectory slor(t) and the actual Ro¨ssler
trajectory sros(t).
As observed empirically,10 although the input is mixed, the streams of stimuli from distinct
underlying structures are encoded separately, thereby supporting selective listening. To demon-
strate this same phenomenon in our theoretical framework, we consider the direct product of the
Lorenz system and the Ro¨ssler system as a combined dynamical system. The state variable of this
combined system is scob(t) = [slor(t), sros(t)] ∈ R6. As slor and sros evolve onto the Lorenz attractor
ALorenz and the Ro¨ssler attractor ARo¨ssler, respectively, the combined system state scob evolves onto
an attractor that is the Cartesian product of the two attractors, Acob = ALorenz × ARo¨ssler ⊂ R6.
Since one can do a simple coordinate transformation from scob = [slor, sros] to [slor + sros, slor− sros],
we note that the mixed input smix = slor + sros is essentially a 3-dimensional projection of the
6-dimensional scob. Although the central system is one-way coupled to the combined dynamics
through the mixed input smix rather than the full state variable scob, the generalized synchronization
58–60 can guarantee that the central system state x converges to ψ(scob) for scob ∈ Acob. If the gen-
eralized synchronizaition function ψ is invertible, the internal representation ψ(scob) separately
encodes the information in slor and sros, rather than the superimposed slor + sros. Thus, either the
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information of the Lorenz or the Ro¨ssler attractors can be retrieved when the system adapts the
output weight matrices towards W∗lor and W
∗
ros that approximate the inverse function ψ
−1(·), i.e.,
[W∗lor,W
∗
ros]x ≈ ψ−1(x).
Conclusion
Humans appear to effortlessly learn abstract structures from raw time-evolving material and then
use those structures to compose new data, to infer missing data, or even to decipher mixed data.
Many computational models have been proposed under a Bayesian-brain hypothesis that shed light
on how humans might learn hidden properties from a few relevant experiences.61–68 Complement-
ing these probabilistic models, we propose a general dynamical system based model derived from
first principles. Surprisingly, this simple dynamical model produces successful learning of underly-
ing structures (i.e., dynamical properties of chaotic attractors) from raw materials (i.e., exemplary
trajectories on these attractors). We show that this dynamical system can create new streams of
data with the learned structure, infer missing data, and both learn and operate different tasks by vis-
iting different attractors in the system’s representational space. With its generality, we believe that
this framework serves as a promising preliminary model to which more biological details could
be added in future to prompt better performance, such as rules of adaption that may lead to better
encoding as well as larger learning capacity.
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A Parsimonious Dynamical Model for Structural Learning in the Human Brain
Supplementary Information
In this document, we further discuss the general structural learning framework from the perspec-
tive of dynamical systems, and we provide technical details regarding the in silico instantiations.
Specifically, in Sec. 1 we discuss information encoding during the learning phase with an empha-
sis on invertible generalized synchronization. In Sec. 2, we discuss how transverse stability affects
the system’s performance during the testing phase. In Secs. 3–5, we provide the technical details
of how we implement recurrent neural networks to learn structures of the Lorenz and the Ro¨ssler
attractors. In Sec. 6 we compare our study to prior work.
1 Information Encoding in the Learning Phase
Successful information encoding is guaranteed by the invertible generalized synchronization be-
tween the input system and the central system. During the learning phase, the central system is
one-way coupled to the input dynamical system,
s(t+ 1) = g(s(t)), (9)
where s ∈ Rn and the time is discrete. For inputs that are generated by continuous-time dynamical
systems (e.g., the Lorenz system or the Ro¨ssler system), Eq. (9) is still a valid description as g(·)
can be interpreted as an evolution function that maps s forward along its trajectory by a time step
τ . The central system in the learning phase evolves non-autonomously following,
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t), s(t)), (10)
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as it is driven by the input s(t) generated by Eq. (9). In the main manuscript, we consider cases
where s(t) evolves onto an invariant manifold A that is a strange attractor. However, we note that
the theory also works for simpler invariant manifolds such as limit cycles and fixed points.
Generalized synchronization. Encoding the input into the central system requires that the cen-
tral system state becomes uniquely determined by the concurrent input system state, i.e., x(t) =
ψ(s(t)). Thus, we say that generalized synchronization occurrs between the input system and the
central system.58–60 Although we only discuss cases where s evolves on invariant manifoldsA that
are strange attractors, our approach also applies in cases where A is a limit cycle or a stable fixed
point.
The largest conditional Lyapunov exponent. One common criterion of generalized synchro-
nization is the sign of the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent of the non-autonomous response
system.59 Thus, in our study, we calculate the largest conditional Lyapunov exponent λmax of
the non-autonomous central system (Eq. (10)) as a criterion for the information encoding dur-
ing the learning phase. To calculate λmax, we evolve the learning phase central system (Eq. (10))
with a particular input trajectory s(t) ∈ A, from two closeby random initial states, x(0) and
x′(0) = x(0) + δ0, where ‖δ0‖2  1. The largest conditional Lyapunov exponent λmax is then the
exponential convergence or divergence rate of the distance δt = x′(t) − x(t) between these two
trajectories,
λmax = lim
T→∞
1
T
log(
‖δt‖2
‖δ0‖2 ). (11)
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Notice that the distance δt evolves following,
δt+1 = J(t)δt, (12)
where J(t) ∈ RN×N is the Jacobian matrix of f(·, ·),
J(t) =
∂f(x, s)
∂x
∣∣∣
x=x(t),s=s(t)
. (13)
With Eqs. (11-13), we estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent λmax, given a fairly long trajectory
x(t) and the accompanying input trajectory s(t). If λmax < 0, we say that the central system is
generally synchronized to the input system, and the input information is encoded into the central
system in the form of x = ψ(s).
Lossless encoding. To guarantee that the information encoded in the central system is lossless,
the generalized synchronization mapping function ψ : A → P should be one-to-one fromA to P ,
where A ⊂ Rn and P ⊂ RN . In the main text, we enforce this to be true by wisely designing the
central system. In practice, this one-to-one encoding is likely to be achieved when one employs a
high dimensional central system with N  n. The tuition behind this choice of large N is that,
based on the weak Whitney embedding theorem, the function ψ is likely to be one-to-one if the
dimension of P is greater than twice the dimension of the manifold A.
2 Transverse Stability and the Testing Phase Performance
When the central system changes from the learning phase architecture to the testing phase archi-
tecture, it becomes an autonomous dynamical system,
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t),φ(x(t))), (14)
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as it replaces the external input s(t) in Eq. (10) with a self-generated output s˜(t) = φ(x(t). Ideally,
the learning adapts the output function towards φ∗ such that φ∗(x) = ψ−1(x) for any trajectory
x = ψ(s) as long as s is a trajectory on A generated by the input system. Thus, the attractor A ⊂
Rn is said to be embedded into the autonomous central system as an invariant manifold P ⊂ RN
where P = ψ(A) because, for any input trajectory s on A, the trajectory x = ψ(s) is a solution
of the autonomous central system Eq. (14). In practice however, there always exists noise in the
central system as well as a mismatch between φ and the ideal φ∗. Thus, to make sure the central
system evolves stably on P , we require that the P is not only an invariant manifold but an attractor
of Eq. (14). If that is the case, then all of the Lyapunov exponents of the autonomous central
system should be negative except for those non-negative exponents that are inherited directly from
the chaotic attractor A.57
3 Preparing Input Trajectories from Chaotic Systems
In this paper, we consider two widely studied 3-dimensional chaotic dynamical systems: the
Lorenz system and the Ro¨ssler system.
Input trajectory from the Lorenz sytem. The input trajectory slor(t) from the Lorenz system is
generated as follows. We integrate the differential equations of the Lorenz system
d
dt
Xlor = 10Ylor − 10Xlor,
d
dt
Ylor = −XlorZlor + 28Xlor − Ylor, (15)
d
dt
Zlor = XlorYlor − 8Zlor/3,
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using a 4-th order Runge-Kutta integrator with time step δt = 10−3 from a random initial state.
Each of the three variables Xlor, Ylor, and Zlor of the trajectory is then normalized to have a mean
of zero and a variance of one. This renormalized trajectory is then saved as the Lorenz-task input
trajectory slor(t) with time resolution τ = 0.02.
Input trajectory from the Ro¨ssler system. Similar to the Lorenz system, the input trajectory
sros(t) from the Ro¨ssler system is generated as follows. We integrate the differential equation of
the Ro¨ssler system
d
dt
Xros = −5Yros − 5Zros,
d
dt
Yros = 5Xros + 5Yros/2, (16)
d
dt
Zros = 10 + 5Zros(Xros − 4),
using a 4-th order Runge-Kutta integrator with time step δt = 10−3 from a random initial state.
The coefficients of the Ro¨ssler system in Eq. (16) are chosen such that the system has a similar time
scale to that of the Lorenz system. We then renormalize each of the three variables, Xros, Yros, and
Zros, such that they all have a mean of zero and a variance of one. We then save the renormalized
trajectory as the the Ro¨ssler-task input trajectory sros(t) with time resolution τ = 0.02.
Avoiding overlapping attractors in multitask learning. For the multitask learning cases de-
picted in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in the main text, we further modify the input trajectories to prevent
any overlap between the Lorenz attractor and the Ro¨ssler attractor by shifting the Lorenz-task input
slor(t) such that it has mean [10, 10, 10], and by shifting the Ro¨ssler-task input sros(t) such that it
has mean [−10,−10,−10].
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4 The Recurrent Neural Network Model
In all of the systems that we instantiated in silico, we model the central system as a random recur-
rent neural network with N = 2000 neurons,
f(x, s) = tanh(Ax + Wins + c), (17)
where tanh(·) operating on a vector returns a vector with the same shape that satisfies [tanh(x)]i =
tanh([x]i). The adjacency matrix A ∈ R2000×2000 is the weighted adjacency matrix of the recurrent
neural network. The input weight matrix Win ∈ R2000×3 propagates the 3 input variables to the
2000 neurons. The vector c ∈ R2000×1 is a random vector with its elements drawn uniformly from
[−1, 1]. We choose a simple topology of the recurrent neural network where the adjacency matrix
A is a sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random matrix. The sparseness of A (the fraction of non-zero elements)
is set to be 0.02. All non-zero elements in A are drawn uniformly from [−σ, σ]. The value of σ is
determined by having the spectral radius of A (the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of A) to be
1.4. We construct the input weight matrix Win in such a way as to ensure that each neuron receives
one and only one input variable from the 3-dimensional input. The input connection strength (each
nonzero element in Win) is drawn uniformly at random from the interval [−0.05, 0.05].
5 Learning by Adapting the Output Weight Matrices
Throughout the examples given in the main text, exemplary Lorenz and Ro¨ssler input trajectories
all have length 1000 time units (5×104 data points based on the sampling rate ∆t = 0.02). During
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each learning phase, the output matrix Wout adapts accordingly following
Wout(t+ 1) = Wout(t) + α∆(t)x(t), (18)
where α is the learning rate. Notice that there is a transient period from the initial central system
state x(0) before the generalized synchronization occurrs. We thus freeze Wout(t) for time points
0 ≤ t ≤ 5000 during each learning phase. We let the system learn each task 1000 times. For cases
where the RNN is asked to learn both the the Lorenz task and the Ro¨ssler task (Figs. 3 and 4 in
the main text), we let it learn both tasks in an alternate manner. To ensure that Wout converges, we
empirically choose the learning rate α = 10−3 for the first 300 repetitions and then decrease the
learning rate afterward so that the later adaptions can fine-tune Wout.
6 Comparison with Previous Work
Previous studies have demonstrated that recurrent neural networks can be trained to accomplish
many tasks. For example, reservoir computing networks are trained to generate periodic patterns21
and even to replicate long-term dynamics on a chaotic attractor.21, 22, 56 Our structural learning
framework incorporates the idea that a recurrent neural network learns the chaotic dynamics by
reconstructing the chaotic attractor.57 Using this framework, we show that the system has the abil-
ity to adaptively learn dynamics on multiple chaotic attractors. A complementary adaptive learning
scheme called “FOLLOW” shows that a recurrent spiking neural network can learn nonlinear dy-
namics by adjusting the synapses between neurons.16 A unique feature of our model is that the re-
current network and the synapses that comprise it are kept fixed such that different external inputs
drive the dynamics of the RNN. We made this choice because it allows for an easy implementa-
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tion and interpretation of the learning of more than one chaotic attractor. In fact, the adaptation
of the internal output connections also allows the learning of other downstream functions (such as
separating mixed input) without adversely affecting the perception manifold.
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